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 1 US holiday commemorat-
ing Declaration of Inde-
pendence (3,6,2,4)

11 Old instrument used to 
measure altitude of stars 
and planets (9)

12 William —, c1494-c1536, 
English translator of the 
Bible (7)

13 Experiencing sadness or 
sorrow (7)

14 One who favours the grad-
ual introduction of the 
spread of socialism (9)

15 Feature on side of an early 
motorcar (7,5)

17  — Neeson, actor from 
Northern Ireland awarded 
OBE in 2000 (4)

19 Part that could be improp-
er or vulgar (8)

21 Novice in a religious order 
(8)

23 Reverse point of an arrow 
(4)

24 1950s drama film starring 
Laurence Harvey (4,2,3,3)

27 Enter into contractual ar-
rangement (9)

28 Alexandra —, Angela in 
‘The Ghoul’, 1975 horror 
film (7)

29 Rattling respiratory sounds 
(7)

30 Having all one’s teeth  sim-
ilar in size and form (9)

31  Categories in psychology, 
such as introvert and ex-
trovert, for grouping peo-
ple (11,4)

DOWN

 2 Town northeast of Luton 
(7)

 3 Marks left in the snow (10)
 4 Applied to a singular com-

ponent (5)
 5 Arboreal amphibian, one of 

the family Hylidae (4,4)
 6 Folk festival held annually 

in Munich (11)
 7 In southeastern Alaska, the 

state capital (6)
 8 Disadvantage or financial 

obligation (9)
 9 Barbara Dickson hit in 

1980 (7,8)
10  Informal euphemism for 

those of late middle-age or 
older (9,6)

16 Act of identifying an ob-
ject’s position on earth (11)

18 No longer likely to be use-
ful or successful (2,3,5)

20 Location from which flights 
take place (9)

22  — College London, public 
research university (8)

25 Uppermost branches of a 
tall plant (7)

26 Noisy quarrel or uproar (6)
28 Abnormal distention of the 

abdomen in cattle, sheep 
etc. (5)
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